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Heritage
Serralunga was founded in 1825 , and today now joins
a history of research and technological innovation with
a passion for design.

There is constant attention to quality with the search
of beauty.

Serralunga , a leader in outdoor furniture, was founded in Biella in 1825.  
The name is actually the founder’s  family name and has been for five 
generations the heart , both creative and entrepreneurial, of the company. 
Serralunga was originally founded as a tannery , and then moved on to 
working with leather for industrial purposes.

HISTORY

The real revolution comes 
in two stages.  First, around 
1950 , with the manufacturing 
of plastic raw material that 
still distinguishes the brand , 
and then  in the 1980’s, with 
the import from the United 
States of the rotational 
molding system, an innovative 
technology that allows one  to 
produce empty objects with 
dimensions that could reach  
3,000 liters.
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The Innovation
Then, customization is “born” with the function
of use or furnishing.



The innovative technology allows for 
customization of the object by Serralunga 
permanently, and is weather resistant , regardless 
of size or color.
This  unique innovation  makes it more visible, 
and marks or symbolizes  the  furniture items 
characterized by the design line Serralunga .
It also gives the opportunity to customize 
someone’s personal  taste and own style the 
Serralunga products.

Bringing out 
the uniqueness





Objective: to make a visible and a memorable
brand in a “no-name” store.
Focus HoReCa channel

Beverage 
Not spirits (Illy, Lavazza, Coca-Cola, San Pellegrino, Pago...)
Spirits (Heineken, Campari, Veuve, Moet...)
Spirits (Absolut, Pampero, Martini, Bacardi…)

Which materials?
Use
Furniture (indoor or outdoor)

Areas of application

Why?
We choose what to consume what is in the 
store and often we have in mind only the 
category, so  the brand helps to order it.
Sometimes the consumer has no alternative 
and can only order that brand, but to 
see the item in the room is to transfer the 
personality of the brand to the same bar/
restaurant. 



What 
material?
How to 
stand out?



What is good, can 
only be beautiful 
and vice versa





What 
material?
How to 
stand out?



What 
material?
How to 
convey 
the brand 
equity
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yourSerralunga
brings out the 
uniqueness

CLASSIC

A line that faithfully reproduces the brand which benefit from 

the uniqueness conferred by the designer and attention to 

detail of the Serralunga products. 

AVANGARDE

The line for brands is with a strong personality that affirms the 

identity by choosing a design object and representing their 

logo in an unconventional way.

STYLE

Line dedicated to those who loves to show off their own 

personal style, reinterpreted for local places, hotels, stores and 

individuals.

how?
Real lines of style give a unique touch
to the design Serralunga

With 3 product lines:
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BISTRO / VASSOIO HANDY



BISTRO / VASO SEVRES BISTRO / VASO KEW

All logos displayed on our products are 
fictitious, and any reference to real logos 

is entirely coincidental.
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SEVEN / VASO KEW

All logos displayed on our products are 
fictitious, and any reference to real logos 
is entirely coincidental.



STEVE FUNNY / SERIE VAS-ONE
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SCREENTOOLS / ARREDO LOOP

All logos displayed on our products are 
fictitious, and any reference to real logos 
is entirely coincidental.



SEVEN / PORTARIVISTE DADO
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BELLPARK / SEDIA BARCELLONETA / VASO PISA

All logos displayed on our products are 
fictitious, and any reference to real logos 
is entirely coincidental.



SUN VILLAGE / SERIE TAVOLI LOU LOU
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FINE FOOD / VASSOIO HANDY



FINE FOOD / VASI LLUNA PLENA / LLUNA NOVA

All logos displayed on our products are 
fictitious, and any reference to real logos is 

entirely coincidental.
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VERMOUTH / DIVANO SIRCHESTER 



STEVE FUNNY / COLLEZIONE FAITUTTOTU

All logos displayed on our products are 
fictitious, and any reference to real logos is 

entirely coincidental.
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ABSTRACT / SEDIA TIME OUT

All logos displayed on our products are 
fictitious, and any reference to real logos 
is entirely coincidental.



SUN VILLAGE / TAVOLO PILE UP
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SOUND&SOUL / TAVOLO FAITUTTOTU SOUND&SOUL / SEDIA PING PONG PANG SOUND&SOUL / LAMPADA BONHEUR

SOUND&SOUL / VASO PISA

All logos displayed on our products are 
fictitious, and any reference to real logos 
is entirely coincidental.



SOUND&SOUL / VASSOIO HANDY SOUND&SOUL / TAVOLO PILE UP
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POP MUSIC / POLTRONA KUBRICK POP MUSIC / LAMPADA BONHEUR



POP MUSIC / VASSOIO HANDY POP MUSIC / TAVOLO PILE UP
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SEGNI / PORTARIVISTE DADO SEGNI / LAMPADA BONHEUR



SEGNI / VASSOIO HANDY SEGNI / TAVOLO PILE UP
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PLAY / SGABELLO PORCINO



PLAY / LAMPADA BONHEUR
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FLOWERS / TAVOLO FAITUTTOTU FLOWERS / SEDIA PING PONG PANG

FLOWERS / VASO PISA



FLOWERS / LAMPADA BONHEUR FLOWERS / VASSOIO HANDY FLOWERS / TAVOLO PILE UP
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Serralunga srl

Via Serralunga n. 9

13900 Biella Italy

T. +39 015 24 35 711

F. +39 015 31 08 1

info@serralunga.com

Showroom

Via Osti n. 3

20122 Milano Italy

T. / F. +39 02 58 30 75 98

showroom@serralunga.com

www.serralunga.com

www.serralunga1825.com
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